Ramuc Hi Build with its hard, tough durable ﬁnish, provides unsurpassed
stain, chemical and abrasion resistance. Packaged in and easy-to-use 1:1
mix ratio, Hi Build Epoxy rolls easily and builds up to 8 mils dry per coat
rendering “smoothing” qualities on rough surfaces. Two coats offer up to 8
years service life. VOC compliant in US and Canada.

BEACH BEIGE - 355

DAWN BLUE - 328

EDGEWATER GRAY - 202

WHITE - 311

ROYAL BLUE - 329

EPOXY-BASED/ HI BUILD EPOXY

EP Epoxy / DS / Type A / Ultra Pro 2000

COLOR CARD

MONUMENT GRAY - 362

WHITE - 311

DARK BLUE - 303

DAWN BLUE - 328

BLACK - 321

AQUAGREEN - 300

EP Epoxy / DS

EP Epoxy provides great protection for concrete, plaster and ﬁberglass.
Cured to a hard, tough ﬁnish, this epoxy coating provides stain, chemical,
and abrasion resistance with excellent coverage rates, especially on
previously painted epoxy surfaces. EP Epoxy has been a proven performer
for more than 50 years. VOC compliant in US and Canada.

Hi Build Epoxy / EP Epoxy / DS / A-2

EPOXY-BASED / EP EPOXY

DS offers advantages over traditional solvent-based paints, as it can be applied to
damp surfaces as well as previously painted chlorinated and synthetic rubber surfaces.
DS is ideal when short down times are critical allowing the pool to be reﬁlled within 3
days after the ﬁnal coat. Extremely color-fast and UV resistant. VOC compliant in US
and Canada.

AQUAGREEN - 300

DAWN BLUE - 328

WHITE - 311

RUBBER-BASED / TYPE A
Used in the industry for decades to restore and protect plaster and concrete pool
surfaces, Type A is an excellent choice for recoating previously painted chlorinated
rubber surfaces. Formulated to provide excellent hiding and superior coverage rates
compared to other chlorinated rubber paints. Type A has been the paint choice of
swimming pool professionals for more than 70 years.

DAWN BLUE - 328

WHITE - 311

ACCENT
COLORS

ACRYLIC-BASED / DS

RUBBER-BASED / PRO 2000
Ramuc Pro 2000 Chlorinated Rubber Aquatic Paint has been designed for commercial
use where a competitively priced paint is required and pool maintenance is
performed every few years. This product is an excellent choice for recoating previously
painted chlorinated rubber surfaces.

RUBBER-BASED / ULTRA PRO 2000

WHITE - 311

A-2 / Pro 2000 / Ultra Pro 2000

This premium synthetic rubber coating is formulated to provide excellent hiding,
coverage, and protection. It restores and upgrades previously painted chlorinated
rubber and synthetic rubber surfaces. A-2 offers a superior coverage rate compared to
other rubber based paints. VOC compliant in US and Canada.

DAWN BLUE - 328

RUBBER-BASED / A-2

This synthetic rubber coating is designed for commercial use where a competitively
priced paint is required and pool maintenance is performed every few years. An
excellent choice for recoating previously painted chlorinated rubber and synthetic
rubber surfaces. VOC compliant in Canada and US (except California).

PAINT TYPE

PRODUCT NAME

EPOXY

HI BUILD
EPOXY

EP EPOXY

ACRYLIC

RUBBER

DS

TYPE A

A-2

PRO 2000

ULTRA
PRO 2000

BARE SURFACES
Concrete
Plaster
Fiberglass
Gunite
Marcite

SURFACE WITH EXISTING COATING
Chlorinated Rubber
Synthetic Rubber
Epoxy
Acrylic

DURABILITY
Chemical Resistance

Stain Resistance

LIFE EXPECTANCY
Residential

Up to 8 years

Up to 4 years

Up to 2 years

Up to 4 years

Up to 4 years

Up to 2 years

Up to 2 years

Commercial

Up to 5 years

Up to 3 years

1 Season

Up to 3 years

Up to 3 years

1 Season

1 Season

BEST

DO NOT USE

Note: Water chemistry, surface prep and use, etc. will affect the life of all paints.

RATING: GOOD

BETTER

All Ramuc coatings are self-priming. Swatch colors shown in this piece are approximations. Ramuc
does not recommend painting a full surface pool, fountain, or pond with a dark or accent color.
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